LARYNGOSCOPES

ACCESSORIES: CONVENTIONAL & FIBER OPTIC

PRISM, MACINTOSH
The Anesthesia Associates Macintosh Prism is available in three sizes to fit three popular Macintosh Laryngoscope Blades (sizes 2, 3, and 4) working with either Conventional or Fiber Optic styles. Clipped to the vertical wall of the appropriate size Macintosh Blade, this Prism is used when the view of the vocal cords is impaired during nasal intubation, and for post-operative examination of the larynx. It consists of an optically polished Prism (with attachment clip) that provides a refraction of 30° without image inversion. Placing the blade in a warming tray or bath prior to use will avoid mirror fogging.

Prism to fit Macintosh Laryngoscope, Size 2 #00-349-2
Prism to fit Macintosh Laryngoscope, Size 3 #00-349-3
Prism to fit Macintosh Laryngoscope, Size 4 #00-349-4
Prism Set (3 pieces) to fit Mac Sizes, 2, 3, 4 #00-349-5

CASE ONLY, LARYNGOSCOPE SET, Mixed #00-360
Sturdy and attractive case sewn from black leatherette material. Has a zippered closure with six internal pockets of medium/small sizes. Suitable for mixes of handles and blades. Size 7.5”x13.5” open, 2.5”x6”x7.5” closed.

CASE ONLY, LARYNGOSCOPE SET, Curved #00-360-C
Durable and versatile, this case is designed with foam cutouts to hold four curved blades, two bulbs, and a handle. Size 10”x18” open, 2”x9”x10” closed.

CASE ONLY, LARYNGOSCOPE SET, Straight #00-360-S
Durable and versatile, this case is designed with foam cutouts to hold five straight blades, two bulbs, and a handle. Size 10”x18” open, 2”x9”x10” closed.

SETS: CONVENTIONAL

LARYNGOSCOPE SET, CONVENTIONAL, Macintosh #00-365-6
A complete set of Conventional (bulb in blade) Macintosh style blades with handle, bulbs and carry case as indicated in the following list:
#00-365-1 Mac 1 #00-365-4 Mac 4 #00-355 Bulb, Large (2)
#00-365-2 Mac 2 #00-350 Handle, Standard
#00-365-3 Mac 3 #00-360-C Case, Curved

LARYNGOSCOPE SET, CONVENTIONAL, Miller #00-366-6
A complete set of Conventional (bulb in blade) Miller style blades with handle, bulbs and carry case as indicated in the following list:
#00-366-0 Miller 0 #00-366-3 Miller 3 #00-355 Bulb, Large (1)
#00-366-1 Miller 1 #00-366-4 Miller 4 #00-356 Bulb, Small (1)
#00-366-2 Miller 2 #00-350 Handle, Standard #00-360-S Case, Straight

SETS: FIBER OPTIC, GreenLine™

LARYNGOSCOPE SET, FIBER OPTIC, Macintosh #GL-365-6
A complete set of Fiber Optic (bulb in handle) Macintosh style blades with handle, bulb and carry case as indicated in the following list:
#GL-365-1 Mac 1 #GL-365-4 Mac 4 #00-350-C Case, Curved
#GL-365-2 Mac 2 #GL-350 Handle, Standard #GL-356 Bulb, Xenon (1)
#GL-365-3 Mac 3

LARYNGOSCOPE SET, FIBER OPTIC, Miller #GL-366-6
A complete set of Fiber Optic (bulb in handle) Miller style blades with handle, bulb and carry case as indicated in the following list:
#GL-366-0 Miller 0 #GL-366-3 Miller 3 #GL-356 Bulb, Xenon (1)
#GL-366-1 Miller 1 #GL-366-4 Miller 4 #00-360-S Case, Straight
#GL-366-2 Miller 2

*Other Laryngoscope set combinations available provided configuration can be accommodated by the applicable case layout.

See pages 44 through 49 for additional accessories.